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AMBER SE X JANICE HUI

Husk is a game app from the original board game “Were-
wolf”. Currently, there ARE mobile versions of the  game 
in the market, but they are more about the gameplay than 
the storytelling or world building. Thus, the potential for the 
story premise of “Werewolf” to engage the player is wasted.
The objective of “Husk”  is to make a version of the game 
that has strong storytelling and role-playing elements, in 
order to create a more immersive player experience, as well 
as attracting new players who are not immediately drawn in 
by the play of the game. 

UI x UX : JANICE HUI
ILLUSTRATION : AMBER SE



      

GAME FLOW / INTERFACE
HUSK : Game application

After they go through the story, players will be brought to 
the home screen. On the homescreen, the player can start 
playing the game by clicking the hunt button, which will 
bring them to a screen that allows them to choose one of 
the game types, such as quick game and advanced game. 
Once the game starts, the player will be assigned a ran-
dom role and the game begins on a nighttime screen. The 
players can perform the function of their roles or idle, and 
during daytime, they will discuss and vote out the suspect-
ed werewolf. The basic objective is to find all werewolves 
among the villagers before all players are killed. Players 
would need to detect manipulation during daytime when 
they discuss, in order to vote out the suspect. Each game 
takes around 5 minutes. When out of game, players can 
also customize their avatars.

Immediately after the app is installed, the player who 
opens the app is greeted by the logo. The player will then 
get introduced to the story, which occurs in a time of sev-
eral days. Each day, the player learns the roles of in-game 
character(s) and the lore of the world of “Husk”, culminat-
ing in the discovery and capture of the Werewolf, which is 
the objective of the game.
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The icons are inspired by celtic symbols 
and cave drawings. These are simple and 
geometric, and matches the triangular 
symbol of the logo design. The final set of 
symbols are thin, and chalk-like, to convey 
a feeling of a mysterious and rustic ancient 
village.

ICON
HUSK : Game application
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CHARACTER DESIGN
HUSK : Game application

Healer: The healer’s outfit is inspired by the monastic robes  
worn by nuns, whereas the robe’s colour is  from gowns 
worn by modern doctors. The clan symbol  for the healer is 
inspired by Jägermeister the liqure of herb and the redcross. 

Seer: Seer’s outfit is inspired by the fortune-teller’s cloak and 
Chador, a garment worn by Muslim women  around their heads.
The clan symbol is inspired   by the compass and an eye, since 
the role of the seer is to guide other players closer to the truth,  
and the pyramids and the desert where seers live

Default character: The outfit designs for the main character are in-
spired by fashion in the 80s, 90s and rural life in the Middle Agesv

Werewolf: One of the  wolf’s apparent characteristic is 
predation. It is closely related to dangerous and destructive 
things, and the idea of warriors.  The Werewolf clan’s symbol  
shows the Mountain, the scratch of their claws and the full 
moon.



      

Players can go back to home screen and click on the clans, 
where players can meet the community. The clans are dis-
tributed on the map, where each region represents a Husk 
character’s origin and shows the world building of the game. 
Players can join the clan and visit the clan lobbies. 

In the first version will only have 3 clans but they will more.

Program: Photoshop, Procreate 

MAP
HUSK : Game application BANNER DESIGN 

HUSK : Game application
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The character’s name is Ppodong-e, which comes from the word 
chubby. This pig character is inspired by one of the zodiac ani-
mals and is designed for emoticons. The birth of this character 
came to mind when Amber’s mother complained about the use 
of emoticons. Surprisingly, according to the data, when people 
buy emoticons, they think that money is a waste or that there is 
no need to buy them. No matter how cute the character is, it is 
purchased to use it, but it shows many complaints about using 
only three to five of the 30 characters. So, found the words and 
expressions that people used often and designed them based on 
them. Furthermore, we designed it so that they could explain it 
only with pictures. For example, it is possible to substitute for an 
emoticon that is eating rather than writing that it is eating. The 
age available is for all ages, but the target audience ages 25 to 35.



   

LOGO
CHARACTER DESIGN : Ppodong-e
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The highlighted part of the pig sketch is the pink circle on the 
cheek and the white heart. This idea was designed based on my 
mom, and I use a lot of heart shapes. It is a simple design, but I 
think it has a significant impact. Also, the reason why I dyed my 
body white is that pink pigs are too familiar, and also because 
my mother is a white pig band. The zodiac animals all appear in 
different colours that year, and in 1971, the pig’s zodiac sign was 
white, so the character’s colour is white.

SKETCHES 
CHARACTER DESIGN : Ppodong-e
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It was based on the most frequently used words or actions 
in the character’s design. According to the data survey, 
basic greeting examples include ‘Hi,’ ‘Thank you, ‘Don’t 
mention it,’ and ‘Bye-bye .’Another is what we often feel. 
For example, ‘tired’, ‘tired’, ‘sleepy’, ‘hungry’, ‘eating’, ‘going 
to work’, ‘going home, ‘working late’, etc. There are also 
signs of surprise. For example, ‘Whoa?!,’ ‘Really?!’, ‘Great!!!’ 
etc. In this way, we designed the things that people often 
use in their daily lives. These are full shots, but they may 
come out from their shoulder to head when I make emoti-
cons. For example, if it is ‘yeah~!’, it is possible to express 
it only with the upper body without showing the lower body.

CHACRATER
CHARACTER DESIGN : Ppodong-e
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It will show an example of this illustration with a character and a 
background, and when making stickers or postcards, it shows that 
it is possible to print by designing in this way. Illustration can be 
designed for birthday cards or seasonally. For example, cherry blos-
soms in spring and sunflowers and the sea in summer.

CHACRATER WITH 
BACKGROUND

CHARACTER DESIGN : Ppodong-e
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 Newt Scamander, Theseus Scamander, Jacob Kowalski  
Gellert Grindelwald,, Albus Dumbledore, 

FANTASTIC BEAST / SAILR MOON
CHARACTER DESIGN

CHARACTER DESIGN : Ppodong-e



   

Using the Whats app, Mock-up uses it for simple conversations 
and takes advantage of being able to create enough stories with 
pictures. In addition, when you talk only with images, you can 
continue the conversation without any obstacles. This example 
shows that simple paintings are enough to communicate when 
designed based on these commonly used words and actions.

EMOTICON ON 
APPLICATION

CHARACTER DESIGN : Ppodong-e
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Raincouver Gelato is a small gelato house. Their signature character 
design is a cute droplet character, which consists of four basic charac-
ters. And also designed goods based on the character.  Goods can be 
purchased online or directly.This design will make the children happy 
and exciting not only eating gelato but also choose a character wrap or 
cup with the gelato. Target audience are children aged 7 to 12.

The Character design rationale:
This character is based by raindrop the season of raining in Vancou-
ver. Original character is “RAINCOUVER” and other design is based by 
the mood on a rainy day. For example “MR. MOUSTACHE” are remind 
of coffee on a rainy day or “YELL-LANG” listen music on a rainy day. 
Target audience are children age 5 to 12.



   



      

Name : Raincouver
Born : 2022. March 08
Country : Canada / South Korea

Raincouver Born Story
 
 
Raincouver was born in 2022 March 08. The idea came from the raindrop 
outside the window. The name is from Vancouver + rain = Raincouver. 
which Korean use to say the raining season in Vancouver BC.

“RAINCOUVER” born at 2022 March 08. Motive by raindrop and rain 
season in Vancouver.“RAINCOUVER” will be design in different character 
related by mood in rain. 

The theme of this characters are ‘ What do you do or feel in a rainy day? ‘

RAINCOUVER
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CHARACTERS
RAINCOUVER GELATO
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GOODS 
RAINCOUVER GELATO

This goods are available in the internet or in the store. 
But if the customer order at online, are able to customize the 
design as they want. Target audience for the goods will be all ages 
but more to children age 7 to 12. As the target audience are more 
on to children, there will be goods for a cushion doll. Cushion doll 
will be only for four main characters.



   

Mug cup goods have a stable grip and can be used comfortably by men and 
women of all ages with the size of their hands. It is divided into 11 ounces and 
15 ounces in size.
 
One ounce is about 30ml, Starbucks’ short size is 8 ounces, Tall size is 11 
ounces, Grande size is 15 ounces, and Venti size is 20 ounces. 

Flat canvas pouch goods are made of cotton and have beige and black 
colours. The size is 20cm x 13cm. Moreover, it is a form that can be 
opened and closed with a zipper. Printing has the disadvantage of being 
silk printed with vivid colours and can be erased after a long period.

Mug cups will be used to print characters on mugs made with castles. It will 
also be made of stone cups. In addition, the glossy surface will be smooth, 
clean, refined, and vivid in colour. Furthermore, the painting will be painted 
in half (external/internal) and the entire painting, depending on the character. 
Users can freely insert the characters they want to make their mug cup.

Digital printing is also possible. Dessert printing lacks clarity, but it has 
a natural feeling. This pouch has only one design only.



   



   

APP
RAINCOUVER GELATO

This app is able to order pick- up, order good and customize goods. 
For the Events will be discount coupons or advertising for the store. 
Order will only able for pick-up. But, they can choose what character 
cup or corn wrap they want. Moreover they will have App point card. 
They can show the bar cord before payment for the point. Point will 
makes the discount, example, 100 points discount $1. Goods part, they 
can customize their character and order or they can just order the 
unaccustomed. The goods will be bag/mug cup/ shirt/ stickers / water 
bottle. This app can use all ages and even children.

Program: FIGMA
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POINT CARD - OFF LINE
RAINCOUVER GELATO

This off line point card gave free drink $5 if they have 4 stamps, free 
one scoop ice cream if they have 8 stamps. 

This design are available to pick. There will be four design total. This 
coupon is different with application point card. Application point card is 
like collecting points for discount like Starbucks, but off line point card 
is for children. Making more fun to collect the stamps while they can 
have free stuffs.
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The O’GBIN Is a Korean liquor Soju. This design was for gifts and inter-
national Soju drinkers. It will increase value and have a strong adver-
tising effect. The design of the label shows the sky with snowfalls. The 
brand is meant for advertising gift packaging sold at the airport, duty-free 
and Asian liquor stores. Various flavours are there, and soju cups can be 
received when purchased as a set—target audience range from 19 to 25 
furthermore Canadian and international people who visit Canada.

Korean Soju



   

There are four flavours of soju: original, lemon, Moscato, and 
strawberry. The original design added blue sea, clouds, and snow 
and added gradation to be more lively. Each taste is designed by a 
silhouette of fruits suitable for them, which gets darker toward the 
back and softer toward the front.

This design is designed only for overseas use, and it will be signifi-
cantly different from Korean design. It has a more neat and conspic-
uous colour and design for overseas service. The label was designed 
differently from Korean design because it is limited to overseas 
versions, which will increase the value to many people.

Slogan : Seize the moment!

LABEL: FOUR FLAVOURS
O’GBIN SOJU : Original Korean Soju
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The O’GBIN design for soju is Korean liquor. It is designed for travel 
and gifts. The design was designed to suit international. Although it is 
Korean liquor, it is sold abroad, so the design is basically for international 
countries. Due to this design, advertisements can be made with limited 
international edition designs. O’GBIN’s slogan is “Seize the day!”. The 
reason is that people drink, it feels good, and tension goes up. 
Furthermore, the target audience is the age of 19, which is the legal age 
to drink alcohol. There are four flavours, and soju cups can be received 
when purchased as a set. In Korea, they drink soju with soju cups. We 
also designed soju cups to give internationals the pleasure of drinking 
with soju cups. 
 

The full package contains two 200ml soju and two soju glasses. Two 
soju glasses are provided only in the package.

PACKAGING : ORIGINAL FLAVOUR 
                      FULL SET VER.

O’GBIN SOJU : Original Korean Soju
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Soju cups will be labelled differently by taste. The soju cup is 53mm in 
diameter and 60mm in height and will be glass soju cups. The materi-
al will be soda lime tempered glass, and it will be excellent for stability 
against shock and damage. It will be provided separately in a box accord-
ingly. This soju cup will only be served in the package.

The design of the label in the soju cup is different because the labels in 
the soju cup themselves are often labelled in a simple version. If it is too 
distracting, the taste of alcohol decreases.

The logo lable for the soju cup.

PACKAGING :  SOJU CUP
O’GBIN SOJU : Original Korean Soju
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ADVERTISING
O’GBIN SOJU : Original Korean Soju

The poster size is 10’x16’. Posters can be used for magazines, 
bus stop billboards, etc. You can enjoy the slogan as much as 
“Seize the moment.” It was designed splendidly with this feeling.
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Dalbam is a Korean Pub. This logo combines the meanings of Dal = 
moon and Bam = night; moreover colour of the logo is from the blue of 
the Korean flag. The design of this logo has a story that people used to 
enjoy drinking while looking at the moon in Korea. Through this design, 
It can arouse customers’ interest. Target audiences range from 19 to 35, 
Koreans who have homesick. Furthermore, who wants to experience 
Korean culture and is interested in Korean culture.

A Korean Pub
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LOGO
DALBAM :KOREAN PUB 

DalBam is a word that combines the moon and the night. This design 
was also an idea that came up with because of the strong image of 
drinking at night. However, I read an article about drinking while looking 
at the moon during the Joseon Dynasty, so I remembered that memory 
and reflected it in the design.  And since it is a Korean bar, I thought I 
wanted to include the colour of the Korean flag. This logo was created by 
combining all three ideas.
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ADVERTISING : BROCHURE
DALBAM :KOREAN PUB 

There are three brochures: a booklet on soju, a booklet on beer, and a 
booklet on food suitable for alcohol. The booklet is 3 Fold; the size is 
11’ x 8.5’ and 3.7’ for each block.

Brochure is written with about soju, beer and food how they taste or 
where they are from and what food with be the best partner.

Program : Illustrator, Procreate, Photoshop
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MENU
DALBAM :KOREAN PUB 

The menu size is 8.5’X11’, and there are a total of three menus. 
There are beer, soju, and food menus. Among the menus, the 
recommended menu has a separate illustration. The reason why 
illustrations are included other than photos is to arouse expecta-
tions and curiosity. In the upper left corner, there is a logo. It gave 
me the feeling of rising like the moon.

Program : Illustrator, Procreate, Photoshop
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ILLUSTRATION : JEON (KOREAN PAN CAKE) ILLUSTRATION : SOJU 
DALBAM :KOREAN PUB 

1. 1. 

3. 3.

5.
5.

2. 2.

4. 4.

6.
6.



   



      

Journalize is a mental wellness diary app, designed taking in considera-
tion of people who are experiencing the feeling of isolation and emotions 
that are not resolved, especially at this time where Covid is still impacting 
the society in many ways. The app’s central idea revolves around where 
people’s emotions and feelings are like streams, but eventually converge 
into a river, where feelings are shared, connected and understood, and 
at the end it goes into the ocean, uniting as a whole that could turn into 
power. The app is designed to help people organize their thoughts and 
feelings, and sharing them to people who may have experienced similar 
things and share compassion.   

UI x UX: JAINCE HUI
ILLUSTRATION: AMBER SE

AMBER SE X JANICE HUI
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We chose a font that is clean, simple and has enough spacing, that makes 
people feel the freedom and openness, which is what our app is about, to 
express and think freely. The name journalize means turning our experience 
and bits and pieces of our lives into a journal. The plane symbolizes sending 
messages across, and also freedom, where people let go of themselves 
and inner feelings when they write them down. Here is the site map of the 
app, where we will present to you the flow of the interface later. The flow 
diagram begins from the animation screen to journal creation screen, then 
to journal publishing screen

At the beginning, we recorded and brainstormed an empathy map, to get as 
many ideas out as possible by thinking in our audience’s shoe. It is import-
ant for any behavioral designs, and this prevents anything we may miss and 
be as careful as possible when designing the app. Some points that we cov-
ered are that we sometimes explain to friends about our problems but they 
may not understand fully how we feel. Or, people like sharing on instagram 
and social media platforms, but the community or the environment is not 
sensitive or personal enough to share feelings. Things like that. 

LOGO
JOURNALIZE : Mental health diary app EMPATHY MAP

JOURNALIZE : Mental health diary app



   

The illustrations design is simple and monochromatic. They are designed 
to be commonly used visuals that people are familiar with, because 
common things make people feel calm, so users can focus on writing and 
thinking. The themes are also about nature, which express a sense of 
serenity and comfort.

What we wanted to convey through this advertisement 
was a message of support for users to cheer up even 
if we had a hard time. It also contains the wish to have 
freedom of mind and conveys calmness.

BACKGROUND ILLUSTRATION
JOURNALIZE : Mental health diary app JOURNALIZE : Mental health diary app
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The avatars designs are animals. The reason why animals are good 
with mental health is because of Calming presence which is Even a 
pet’s presence can do wonders for calming you down. Studies show 

pet owners have significantly lower blood pressure and heart rate both 
before and while performing stressful mental task.

The icons are rounded to match the logo design, and appear more friend-
ly to users. Icons for journal types reference retro technologies, such as 
polaroid cameras and the ink pen, and designed to have a tactile quality, 
just like the paper plane of the logo. 

AVATAR
JOURNALIZE : Mental health diary app

ICON
JOURNALIZE : Mental health diary app
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SITE MAP

PROGRAM: FIGMA

JOURNALIZE : Mental health diary app



   

The animation is a plane went to river to ocean and 
meet other plans. This represent of meeting other 
from other places and share other’s stories.

ANIMATION (OPENING)
JOURNALIZE : Mental health diary app
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The project is a re branding of Nu sushi bar. The logo reminded the 
store of a famous salmon jumping on the water and added two differ-
ent waves, one with a solid green colour in the meaning of nature and 
the other with a solid blue colour reminiscent of the sea. The logo’s 
“NU” is designed after the shape of waves and when a fish jumps. The 
target audience is family, office workers, and drivers aged 25 to 30. 
There are also stickers on the stationary. It has two colours, black and 
white, and it will be a good point for an envelope with a simple design. 
The reason why the menu and other advertisings are drawn out as an 
illustration is that it can revive the warm sensibility of hand illustration 
and draw differentiated concepts. It can also give people pleasure, and 
unlike in the photography, they can imagine the food how they will be 
and more likely to be universally appealing and can help communicate 
the restaurant’s personality.



   

The design of the logo in in the past was a letter NU with the tree, it does 
not show as a sushi restaurant more like a aroma shop, so I had made as 
change, with a fresh fish which is a salmon, jumping out of the water and 
took two different colours of green to express the organic leaf and the 
water wave. I choose salmon for the fish because is a best seller in the 
restaurant. or the typography letter ‘NU’, I design like a movement of the 
water and a shape of fish curve when they are jumping out of the water. 

LOGO
NU SUSHI BAR : Re brand sushi restaurant
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Rationale:  The website provides information about stores 
and about events and food to do. Customers can also order 
through this app. Pick-up and delivery are available. Custom-
ers can also decide whether to pay for it themself or online 
when they pick it up. The event will feature a special menu 
collaboration, a short-term lunch menu, and a dinner menu. 
The app also provides information about materials. Starting 
with the origin, the method of making it is described.

WEB PAGE
NU SUSHI BAR : Re brand sushi restaurant

Rationale:  The app provides information about stores and 
about events and food to do. Customers can also order 
through this app. Pick-up and delivery are available. Custom-
ers can also decide whether to pay for it themself or online 
when they pick it up. The event will feature a special menu 
collaboration, a short-term lunch menu, and a dinner menu. 
The app also provides information about materials. Starting 
with the origin, the method of making it is described.

APPLICATION
NU SUSHI BAR : Re brand sushi restaurant
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The here menu is a book-like menu with a thick hard cover 
on the outside. The reason for using this menu is that the 
menu is not wet, can be used for a long time, and is difficult 
to lose.

MENU
NU SUSHI BAR : Re brand sushi restaurant
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This sticker is for attaching to the back of the letter, and it will come in a 
total of two colors. The size is 4cm x 4cm.

This sticker will be used as a envelop seal. Not only as the seal but also 
able to just use as the sticker itself. 

STICKER
NU SUSHI BAR : Re brand sushi restaurant
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